Technology Integration
Oracle Cloud ERP
Before, connecting Oracle’s Cloud ERP to Oxygen’s Early
Payment Solution needed both development resource and
technical know-how beyond the in-house capabilities of
many client accounts payable teams.

“By leveraging Oracle
Integration Cloud and working
collaboratively with Oxygen Finance,

Working with Oracle, Oxygen Finance built a connector that

we’ve been able to demonstrate an

automatically connects Oracle Cloud ERP with Oxygen’s
Early Payment Solution, providing scalable and secure data

excellent example of innovating for the

transmission and storage.
The Oxygen Oracle Fusion connector speeds up integration
and keeps development time to a minimum because it uses
Oracle’s preferred integration service. What’s more, Oxygen
will provide support and updates for the connector, for
ongoing peace of mind.

future in streamlining the experience of
Oxygen Finance’s own customers. The
new standardised cloud solution,
reduces delivery time to their customers
from months to weeks”

“Oxygen’s Fusion connector made it so easy. All the key functionality was there from day
one, so we could start testing much sooner than we'd expected. We simply created some
purchase order and invoice scenarios, and Oxygen did the rest. It just works.”

“We had moved to Oracle Cloud using Fusion
middleware to plug-in our existing systems and were
concerned about the cost and development resource
for adding Oxygen’s Early Payment Solution into the
mix. We needn’t have worried. Oxygen’s Fusion
connector actually reduced upfront costs and
crucially, had no ongoing charges, giving us a stable
and secure solution at a competitive price. We also
received excellent support from Oxygen and Oracle to
put this in place, minimising the call on internal
resources.”

“We have now moved from an on-premise Oracle
installation to Oracle Fusion Cloud. Based on previous
experience, we thought using Oxygen’s Oracle Fusion
Connector would mean a lot of extra implementation
work. In the end, the installation was far easier than
we had feared, and was completed in days, not
months.”
David Caldwell, Principal Accountant –
Financial Information Systems

LLoyd Haynes, Deputy Head of Finance Corporate

“Technology integration is crucial to the success of our Oxygen Early Payment products. Having an 'out of
the box' solution built with Oracle for our clients is a big step forward which simplifies initial integrations,
removes upgrade risks and also gives full functionality on day one. ”
Rob Parker, Chief Technology Officer - Oxygen Finance
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